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Veda stems from the oldest Sanskrit scriptures, an 

integral part of learning in early Indian civilizations. 

We believe that learning is a lifelong journey and 

our aim is to always make it as much fun as it could 

be, which is why Veda stationery products are 

vibrantly colourful and easy to use.

We have an exciting range of products for anyone 

with a passion for expanding educational and 

artistic horizons. Whether it’s through creativity 

tools or writing instruments, our products are 

designed to fuel imagination, hence our beckoning 

– Start Imagining.

There’s always a world of imagination waiting to be 

discovered and we remain focused to being your 

premier stationery distributors, ensuring only the 

very best is available to you.
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School Bags

Aiki Bags - 416
This durable school bag comes in 
a pink camo print that has padded 
straps to ensure comfort with style. It 
has an anti-theft pocket at the back 
to keep all your valuables safe, a front 
pocket and 2 side bottle holders. It 
also comes with a convenient laptop 
compartment inside the bag. 

Xtreme Bags - BGL-009
This bag comes in pink with a hint of 
grey and is perfect for those who need 
extra space as it has 3 pockets 1 main 
compartment and 2 side mesh bottle-
holders to organise your belongings in 
a neat manner. 

Aiki Bags - 411 
This pink bag is a vibrant choice 
as it has firm straps, a very long 
lasting water resistant material 
which comes with a convenient 
front pocket for additional 
storage of smaller items. 

Studie Bags - BGL-010
This bag offers plenty of storage pockets allowing you to 
better organise and find your stuff easily. It has 2 main 
pockets and 2 additional front pockets for storing smaller 
items. It comes with 2 mesh side bottle-holders and an 
extendable base for even more storage space.

03SBG1003

03SBG2004

03SBG1001

03SBG3001

Play is the highest

form of research.

Estudo Bags - BGL-012 
This sports edition bag offers plenty of storage 
pockets allowing you to better organise and 
find your stuff easily. It has 2 main pockets and 
2 additional front pockets for storing smaller 
items. It comes with 2 mesh side bottle holders 
and an extendable base for even more storage 
space.

03SBG3010

School Bags

03SBG1002
03SBG3002

03SBG2006

03SBG3003

03SBG2005
03SBG1004

03SBG3004

03SBG3011 03SBG3012 03SBG3009
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Kool Bag - BGL-013
This durable school bag 
comes in a navy camo print 
that has two firm and padded 
straps to ensure comfort with 
style. Additionally it has a 
front pocket and 2 side bottle 
holders. It also comes with 
a convenient laptop/folder 
compartment inside the bag.

Verde Bag - BGL-014
This black bag with a green 
retro pattern comes with 
ample storage space as it 
has 1 large main pocket and 
2 front pockets. It has 2 side 
mesh bottle holders and it 
comes with a back-padding 
to ensure maximum 
comfort.

03SBG3013

03SBG4002

School Bags

03SBG3014 03SBG3015

03SBG4001

Outdoor Bags - BGL-011
This blue-black bag offers plenty 
of storage pockets allowing you to 
better organize and find your items 
more easily. It has 2 main pockets 
and additionally 2 front pockets 
for storing smaller items. It comes 
with 2 mesh side bottle holders and 
an extendable base for even more 
storage space.

Camo Bags - BGL-008
This durable school bag comes in 
a pink camo print that has padded 
straps to ensure comfort with style. 
It has an anti- theft pocket at the 
back to keep all your valuables 
safe,a front pocket and 2 side 
bottle holders. It also comes with 
a convenient laptop compartment 
inside the bag. 

03SBG3007

03SBG2001

03SBG3008

03SBG2002

03SBG3006

03SBG2003

03SBG3005
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Jumbo Crayons - CR-J12A
My jumbo crayons come 
in 12 pieces of vibrant and 
contrasting colours. They can 
be used to colour drawings 
and for various school projects. 
These jumbo-sized crayons give 
extra longevity and have an easy 
grip for children. 

03CRY1003

Crayons - CR-8A
My cool crayons come in 8 
pieces of vibrant and contrast-
ing colours. They can be used 
to colour drawings and for 
various school projects. They 
conform to any ASTM D-4236 
standards.

03CRY1001

Art Materials

Crayons - CR-12A
My cool crayons come in 12 
pieces of vibrant and contrasting 
colours. They can be used to 
colour drawings and for various 
school projects. They conform to 
any ASTM D-4236 standards.

03CRY1002

Crayons - CR-48B
Available in a vast array 
of 48 different shades.

• Ideal for kids’ classroom activities.
• Easy to hold and hard to break.
• Non-toxic.

 

03CRY1004

Creativity is not the possession of 

some special talent, it’s about the 

willingness to play.
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Modelling Clay 120Gms
MC-3
This magical modelling clay can be 
used for numerous school projects 
and is an ideal product for all those 
creative minds out there. This 
quality clay comes in 8 different 
colours and can be moulded into 
literally any shape! 

Water Colour Paint - 12
WCT-01 
These magical water colour 
paints come in 12 unique 
colours which are sure to
make your work stand out. 

18 Set - 03WCT1102 - WCT-02 

Paint Brushes
AB-12 
Fine tipped artist brushes 
that come in a pack of 12 
with numerous sizes to 
match all your painting 
uses. They are made 
from wool hair.

Modelling Clay 500Gms - MC-1
This twisty jumbo sized modelling clay can be 
used for numerous school projects and is an ideal 
product for all those creative minds out there. This 
quality clay comes in 12 various colours and can be 
moulded into literally any shape!

03MOL1001

03MOL2001

Modelling Clay 105Gms 
- MC-2
This magical modelling clay 
can be used for numerous 
school projects and is an 
ideal product for all those 
creative minds out there. 
This quality clay comes in 
6 different colours and can 
be moulded into literally any 
shape! 

03MOL2002

03WCT1101

03BRU0004

Art Materials

Colour Pencils Full size  
3301 CP12-2
These vibrant  hexagonal colour 
pencils are excellent for high contrast 
work, they are safe & non toxic and 
have 2.9mm force resistant lead 
ensuring maximum strength.

03PCL4001

Colour Pencils Half size
3300 CP12-1
These vibrant hexagonal colour 
pencils are excellent for high-
contrast work, they are safe & 
non-toxic and have 2.9 mm force 
resistant lead ensuring maximum 
strength. It comes in a packet that 
has 12 pieces.

03PCL4002

Water Colour Cake - WCC-12
This set of water colour paints come in 
12 unique vibrant colours that are sure 
to impress. It additionally comes with a 
complementary paint brush.

03WCT1001

Art Materials
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Sketch Pad A4 - BCR-SK1  
Capture your ideas and 
creations on the Veda Sketch 
Pad with 20 sheets in size 
A4 (210X297mm) and A3 
(420X594mm). The spiral 
binding lies flat and provides 
for a comfortable drawing 
and sketching surface. 

A3 - 03DRW2001 - BCR-SK2

03DRW2002

Drawing Book A4
BCR-DB2A
This 40 sheet large A4 size 
drawing book is an ideal space 
for your children to put their 
thoughts down into visual 
components which they will 
be able to then link into unique 
drawings and paintings.

A3 - 03DRW1001 - BCR-DB2B

03DRW1002

Fluorescent Paper A4
BCR-FP1
This brilliant fluorescent coloured 
paper comes in 5 unique colours 
with a total of 50 sheets and can be 
used for numerous purposes such 
as school projects, home use or DIY 
activities.

A4 - 20 sheet - 03PAD7002 - BCR-FB1
A4 - 5 sheet - 03PAD7003 - PCR-FB2
A2 - 5 sheet - 03PAD7006 - PCR-FB1
A2 - 100sheet - 03PAD7005 - BCR-FP2

03PAD7001

Art Materials

Crepe Papers 0.5 X 2.5m
My crepe paper is perfect for 
use in DIY craft projects for 
weddings, birthday parties, baby 
showers, and dinner events. 
They are available in vibrant and 
contrasting colours.

Fluorescent Board A2
PCR-FBI
This large A2 brilliant fluorescent 
coloured board that comes in 
unique colours can be used for 
numerous purposes such as school 
projects, home use or DIY activities.

03PCP2001 03PAD7004

Water Colour Pens - 18
PWC-18A 
My awesome colour pens 
come in vibrant and contrasting 
colours of 18 pieces. They can 
be used for all sorts of school 
projects and are durable. 

12 Set - 03MKR4009 - PWC-12A 
 

03MKR4010

Construction Paper
CP-03
Black sugar paper that folds 
cleanly, tears easily and easy 
to cut. Holds and adheres well 
with glue. This pack comes 
with 250 sheets.

Coloured - 03PCP1001 - CP-02 

03PCP1002
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School Supplies

Mathematical Set - MAT1 
This all-in-one metal maths set comes with numerous items; 
school timetables, a fact sheet, compass point, divider, pencil, 
a 15 cm ruler, a set-square, protractor, ink/pencil eraser & a 
sharpener.

03MAT1001

03MAT1002

Blackboard Duster - BD01
This Chalkboard Eraser is made of durable wool felt, which 
provides a simple and effective way to clean the blackboard. 
The handle of the Blackboard Eraser is made of good quality 
wood and felt adding to the durability of this duster. It is 
light-weight and compact.

Book Covering Film - BC206
My book covering film is a self-adhesive that 
protects books from dust, water or stains. Helps 
identify and find the right book right away. It is 
light in weight, simple to cut and wrap. It can 
be used for covering exercise books, textbooks, 
novels and so much more.

50CMX10M - BCF5010 - 03BCF1003
40CMX25M - BCF4025 - 03BCF1002
60CMX25M - BCF6025 - 03BCF1004
100CMX25M - BCF1025 - 03BCF1005

Mathematical Set - MAT3
This all-in-one maths set in 
a plastic pouch comes with 
numerous items: school 
timetables, a fact sheet, compass 
point, a divider, pencil, a 15cm 
ruler, set square, protractor, ink/
pencil eraser & a sharpener.

03DUS4001

03BCF1001

Ring Binder - 412 / 2A
Brighten your day with 
this pink patterned 
designer collection ring 
binder. For light, everyday 
use, ideal for organizing 
projects, presentations, 
and lots more

03RBD4002

03RBD4001

School Supplies
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Pencil Case - PB02
This pencil bag comes in 2 unique 
colours, its simple design and single 
zipper compartment makes it easy to 
put your things in and reach for them 
easily.

Pencil Case - PB01
These well designed and stylish pencil 
case with buttons can easily fit in the 
school bag. These cases are made of 
PP Material, which makes it highly 
durable and long lasting. Time for you to 
choose from these trendy colours Blue, 
Green, Red and White.

Clip Board - 99-4PVC2
This strong fibreboard A4 size 
clipboard is designed to maintain a 
steady handwriting while taking notes 
when seated or standing. The clip 
board also provides enough space to 
place a pen or two for quick use. 

Clip Board - 99-4P
This simple, strong A4 size 
clipboard is designed to maintain 
a steady handwriting while 
taking notes when seated or 
standing. The clip board also 
provides enough space to place 
a pen or two for quick use. It 
is made of PVC & has a paper 
board option available too.

A5 - 03CLB8001 - 99-5P  

Clip Board - 99-4M
This strong brown fibreboard A4 
size clipboard is designed to help 
one have a steady handwriting 
while taking notes seated or 
standing. The clip board also 
provides enough space to place
a pen or two for quick use. 
It is made of MDF.

Clip Board - 99-4PVC1
This blue simple, strong A4 size 
clipboard is designed to help one 
have a steady handwriting while 
taking notes seated or standing. 
The clip board also provides 
enough space to place a pen
or two for quick use. 

03CLB3001

03CLB8001 03CLB7001

03CLB2001

Triangular Pencils 4 - 2901
These vibrant triangular pre-sharpened pencils 
are excellent for high contrast work, they have 
coloured protective sleeves that will keep 
your hands clean, can be sharpened with any 
sharpener and have 2.2mm break resistance 
lead giving high durability. It comes in a 
triangular pack that has 12 pieces.
They are made of soft poplar wood.

12 Pencils - 03PCL5001 

03PBG1003
03PBG1004

03PCL5002School Supplies

03PBG1001 03PBG1002
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Pencil Sharpener - SHP71
This cool football-shaped 
sharpener is a simple & fun 
sharpener to carry around for 
all those football enthusiasts, 
and it can store shavings to be 
disposed of later. It comes with 
a white & black colour and its 
blade is made of steel alloy.

Pencil Sharpener - SHP74
This cool sharpener is a simple 
& fun sharpener to carry 
around, it can store shavings
to be disposed of later.

Pencil Sharpener - SHP72
This cool basketball-shaped 
sharpener is a simple & fun 
sharpener to carry around for 
all those basketball enthusiasts 
and it can store shavings to be 
disposed of later. It comes with 
a orange & black colour and its 
blade is made of steel alloy.

Pencil Sharpener - SHP75
This cool sharpener is a simple 
& fun sharpener to carry around, 
it can store shavings to be 
disposed of later.

Pencil Sharpener - SHP76
This cool sharpener is a 
simple & fun sharpener to 
carry around, it can store 
shavings to be disposed of 
later.

Pencil Sharpener - SHP77
This cool sharpener is a simple & 
fun sharpener to carry around, it 
can store shavings to be disposed 
of later.

School Supplies School Supplies

Pencil Sharpener - SHP78
This cool sharpener is a simple & 
fun sharpener to carry around, it 
can store shavings to be disposed 
of later.

Pencil Sharpener - SHP79
This cool 2 hole sharpener is a 
simple & fun sharpener to carry 
around, it can store shavings to 
be disposed of later. It comes in 
4 unique colours.

03SHA5001

03SHA5002
03SHA5008

03SHA5006 03SHA5007

03SHA5005

03SHA5003
03SHA5004
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Activity BooksSchool Supplies

Pencil Sharpener - SHP1
This round-shaped sharpener 
comes in a pack of 72 pieces 
with 18 pieces of 4 unique 
colours. It may look small, but 
is very sharp and precise when 
it comes to sharpening those 
pencils & colour pencils. It’s 
compact design allows it to
be used on the go.

Pencil Sharpener - SHP2
This square-shaped sharpener 
comes in a pack of 72 pieces with 
18 pieces of 4 unique colours. It 
may look small, but is very sharp 
and precise when it comes to 
sharpening those pencils & colour 
pencils. It’s compact design allows 
it to be used on the go.

03SHA1002 03SHA1001
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Activity Books Activity Books

Look ‘n’ Colour Books in the Sea
This fun & engaging copy-colouring book will keep your kids 
glued for hours with all different types of pictures they will 
get to colour, which will expand their creativity. 

Look ‘n’ Colour Books in the Wood - 03CHB3001
Look ‘n’ Colour Books in the Farm - 03CHB3002
Look ‘n’ Colour Books in the Jungle - 03CHB3003

Colour by Numbers
A creative way to teach your child how to colour. The purpose of 
number colouring is to aid children get exposed to numbers as they 
grow. This book is designed to engage your child’s brain in seeing 
patterns and connections between different elements. 

03CHB3004

10 in 1 Activity Book Blue
This interesting & fun activity book will keep your little one 
from being bored. It will enable them to think out of the box 
and will keep them busy improving their thinking skills.

10 in 1 Activity Book Yellow - 03CHB4002
 

03CHB4001
03CHB5001

365 Activity Book 
Veda activity books will get kids engaged in a productive 
activity that will help them develop their cognitive and 
creative skills, while also being fun. Both versions for 
boys as well as for girls are available.

Copy & Colour - Toys & Sport  
This fun & engaging copy-colouring book will keep your kids 
glued for hours with all different types of pictures they will get 
to colour, which will expand their creativity. 

Copy & Colour - Animals - 03CHB1002

03CHB2001

03CHB1001

Pre - Reading Skills 
This activity book will enhance your 
child’s reading & critical thinking skills 
which forms an important part of their 
developmental stages, each activity 
has clear instructions on what needs 
to be done. 

Pre - Writing Skills - 03CHB6002
Pre - Math Skills - 03CHB6003
Development Thinking - 03CHB6004

03CHB6001
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Our
New Arrivals

Jumbo Pencil - JP6-1
• 6 Jumbo wooden pencils 
• 5.00mm Lead for quick and 
   smooth colouring
• Ergonomically designed with an
   easy-to-grip triangular shape
• Easy to sharpen
• Non-toxic 

Dual Sided Pencil - DCP6-2
• 6 Duo colour wooden pencils
 with 12 colours
• 3.00mm Lead for smooth and
 colouring performance
• Colour pencils with ergonomic
 triangular shape
• Easy to sharpen
• Non-toxic

Dual Sided Pencil - DCP12-2
• 12 Duo colour wooden pencils
 with 24 colours
• 3.00mm Lead for smooth and
 colouring performance
• Colour pencils with ergonomic
 triangular shape
• Easy to sharpen
• Non-toxic

Jumbo Pencil - PB02
• 12 Jumbo wooden pencils 
• 5.00mm Lead for quick and 
   smooth colouring
• Ergonomically designed with an
   easy-to-grip triangular shape
• Easy to sharpen
• Non-toxic 

New Arrivals
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Scientific Calculator 
SX-82MS
• Equation Calculations
• Statistical Calculations 
   with STAT-Data Editor
• Fraction Calculations
• Combination and permutation
• 9 Variables
• Comes with slide-on hard case

Scientific Calculator
SX-82ES Plus
• Trigonometric and Inverse
• Trigonometric Functions
• Hyperbolic and Inverse
• Hyperbolic Functions
• Exponential/Logarithmic
• Power Functions
• Fraction Calculations
• Sexagesimal Functions

Super Light Clay - MC5
• Super Light and Non-Sticky
• Non-toxic, environment friendly material
• Air dries completely in 24 hours. Can’t be Baked in the oven!
• Store the unused clay in an air tight bag after use

Modelling Clay - MC6
• Use under adult supervision
• Non-hardening after hours of use
• Safe and non-toxic
• Avoid direct sunlight  

New Arrivals
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Wooden T-Square 90cm- TS90

Wooden T-Square 60cm - TS60 

- 03SQU0002 Blackboard Set - BBS01

Plastic Ruler
100cm - Z-09

Plastic Protractor 50cm - L-08

Set Square 45/45 - SQ-45

Set Square 60/30 - SQ-36
- 03SQU0003

03SQU0001

03BBS0001

03RUL3002

03RUL3001

03SQU0003

New ArrivalsNew Arrivals
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Skoolpoint 
soon to be 
Veda

My Oil Paint - OP01
• 18 vibrant colours
• Non-toxic

Scented Highlighters
• 6 mini highlighters
• Fruit scented
• Chisel tip
• Convenient cap clip
• Available in 6 shades

My Play Dough 4 - PD01
Assorted colours available in 4 
pack - 5oz per tub, 8pack - 3oz 
per tub. Roll, mix and mould 
into colourful creations.

8Colours - 03MOL4001 - PD02
 

My Felt Pen 12 - PENFP-500A
• Permanent on most surfaces
• Quick drying

18 Set - 03MKR6002 - PENFP-500B

03MKR600103HLR2001

03OCP1001
03MOL4002

Available stock
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Fineliners - PENFL-600
Suitable for writing and 
sketching

• 0.4mm nib
• Available in 12 colours

Premium Pencil - 2800HB

Classic Pencil - 2700HB

Ruler - RL12-1

Clear Bag - AG01

Eraser - ER-20A Eraser - ER-40

Exercise Book - Hard 
Cover - SC-01
Popular exercise books with 
hard covers for durability. 
Available in executive office 
black covers and in assorted 
colours for a more casual 
student look. Ruled paper.

Coloured - 03EXC2001 - SC-02

 

Crayons - CR-24B
Available in a vast array 
of 24 different shades

• Ideal for kids’ classroom activities
• Easy to hold and hard to break
• Non-toxic

 

White Dustless Chalk 
DWC-2

Coloured Dustless Chalk
DCC-2

Fancy Children Scissors
Smaller handles make it for fit for 
children’s use.

• Available in fun colours and shapes
• Sharp stainless steel blades

751 - 03SCI5001 - Bee
752 - 03SCI5005 - Duck
753 - 03SCI5003 - Elephant
754 - 03SCI5004 - Giraffe
755 - 03SCI5002 - Zebra

03CRY1005 03CHK2004

03CHK2003

03SCI5001

03MKR6003

03EXC1001

03PCL1001

03PCL6001

03RUL1001

03DWL1001

03ERS1001 03ERS1002

Available stock Available stock
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Available stock

Magnetic White 
Board Eraser - BDW2
• White board duster

Metal Sharpener - SHM1
• Excellent aluminium pencil        
 sharpener
• Ideal for school or office use

Wooden Ruler 

Desk Sharpener - 620
• Heavy duty metal desk sharpener
• Suitable for high volume use 

03SHA300203SHA2001

03DUS3001

Steel Ruler01RUL2003

01RUL2011

Every chalk transforms a child, 

opens their minds and touches 

their souls.
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SAI OFFICE SUPPLIES LTD. 

The Odyssey, 84 Muthithi Road, Westlands 
P.O. Box 61663 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya

T:  +254 (0) 20 6928000
M:  +254 (0) 733 726020 / 726 610510
E:  info@saioffice.co.ke 
 www.myveda.co.ke


